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Abstract
This design project documents the design of two low cost, easily
assembled, easily replaced charging devices useable in the
electrophotographic process. The design process begins with the
purpose of the chargers and a comparison to previous designs.
Manufacturing processes and material selections are covered. Two
plastic springs are designed and analyzed using classical equations
and finite element analysis. Consideration is given to temperature
and time effects on these springs. The major plastic structure (the
housing) is analyzed for stress and deflection using finite element
analysis with consideration given to thermal and creep effects.
Datum selection is discussed. Tolerance analysis is performed on
critical component interfaces. The previous charger design and the
improved design are then analyzed and compared using the Boothroyd
and Dewhurst Design for Assembly software. Snap fit insertion
forces are determined using classical equations. Customer
interfaces are reviewed and insertion forces quantified. A general
approach to assembly system justification is provided. Manual
assembly, flexible automation and hard automation are considered.
Complete production drawings of all charger components are
provided.
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A - The cross sectional area of the feature in in.2
b - The spring or snap fit width in in.
b0 - The width at the base of the trapezoidal spring or snap fit in
in.
c - The distance from the neutral axis in in.
D - The length of the feature being thermally loaded in in.
E - The flexural modulus in psi
Es - The secant modulus in psi
Fj - The insertion force in lb
Fi - The shear force on the feature in lb
F2 - The wear load in lb
f - The frequency in Hz
g - The gravitational constant in in. / sec2
h0 - The thickness of the tapered snap fit at the tip in in.
hs - The thickness of the snap fit at the base in in.
I - The moment of inertia for the feature in in.4
K - The trapezoidal correction factor
K-| - The wear factor in (in.3 min.) / (lb ft hr)
kn - The natural frequency desired in multiples of %
L - The effective length of the spring or snap fit in in.
Li - The unsupported span of the wire in in.
M - The moment at the base of the feature in lb in.
P - The cantilever spring (or snap fit) force in lb
VIII
T - The tension in lb
Ti - The duration time in hr
t - The spring or snap fit thickness in in.
V - The surface velocity in ft /min.
W-f - The wear in in.3
w - The weight of the wire in lb
y - The deflection of the spring or snap fit hook length in in.
cti - The coefficient of thermal expansion for the housing in
in. / (in. F)
(X2 - The coefficient of thermal expansion for the corona wire in
in. / (in. F)
P - The angle of the snap fits face with respect to vertical in
degrees
A - The change in length of the housing in in.
5T - The change in temperature in F
e - The strain as a percentage of original length
ed - The allowable dynamic (one time) strain as a percentage of
original length
0 - The angular deflection in radians
9n - The rotational degree of freedom about axis n
a - The axial stress in psi
o'
- The combined stress in psi
t - The shear stress in psi
Component Purpose
In the electrophotographic process, the photoconductor (e.g. a film)
must be charged to an established voltage. One means of providing
such a voltage is a corona charger. By ionizing the air between the
corona charger and the photoconductor, the required voltage is
developed. The corona wire (usually tungsten wire) is maintained at
a six thousand volt potential. In order to control the uniformity of
the corona charging, a metallic grid is placed between the corona
wire and the photoconductor. The grid potential is approximately
300 volts. When configured with a grid, this charger is referred to
as a primary charger (see figure 1). Surrounding the corona wire is a
conductive surface (the shield) at the grid potential, which is
required to develop the corona effect in a direct current charger. In
areas where the corona wire is in proximity of an insulator no
corona effect occurs.
The purpose of the transfer charger is to create a potential on the
non-image side of the paper. As the potential on the back of the
paper is increased, the toner particles jump from the photoconductor
to the paper. Because the paper has a tendency to disperse the
charge, the controlling effect of the grid is unnecessary in this
application. The shield, in the case of a transfer wire, is maintained
at ground potential.
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Comparison to the Previous Design
The previous charger design was developed for the feasibility
testing of a photocopier system. Many aspects of this design were
carried over from a design developed in the 1970's. The principal
structural member (the shell) was made of stainless steel. Two end
blocks were pressed into the shield. One end of the corona wire was
gripped in a copper lug which was captured by a copper spring (the
connector) which was fastened by a plastic screw to one of the end
blocks. The other end of the corona wire was wrapped around a
steel pin which was pressed into the other end block. After the
corona wire was assembled, a tapped bridge was glued to each end
block. A cover, with a clearance hole to access the bridge's tapped
hole, was glued to each bridge. A piece of plastic tape was placed on
the bottom of the end block with the steel pin to prevent arcing from
the pin to the shell. This completes the description of the previous
design of transfer charger. To create a primary charger, a photo-
etched stainless steel grid was secured to the bridges of the
transfer charger by two plastic screws.
The primary charger's grid to film spacing is critical. The target
tolerance for this dimension is .010 inches. A major concern with
the previous design was the tolerance on this spacing. A chain of
tolerances created a worst case range of + .098, - .115 inches. An
additional concern was the sagging of the photo-etched grid. No
tensioning means was provided. Although there appears to be no
active tensioning device for this production design, the housing
itself acts as the tensioning device and removes any slack from the
system. This is accomplished by the dimensional change of the
components due to thermal expansion. Because the thermal
expansion rate of the housing is approximately ten times greater
than stainless steel, as the primary charger's temperature is raised
50 F during operation, the slack in the grid is removed. The only
requirement is that the wire have less than .013 inches of slack
upon initial assembly. The corona wire and lug assembly of the
previous design had a basic design flaw. The design was coupled
such that if the lug was not closed hard enough, the corona wire
could slip free. If the lug was squeezed too hard, the wire became
damaged and snapped during the tensioning process.
The photo-etched grid is two orders of magnitude higher in cost than
the stainless steel wire used in the new production design. If the
completed assemblies are compared for unit manufacturing cost, the
transfer charger is 27% of the cost of the previous design and the
primary charger is 20% of the cost of the previous design. These
numbers are based on projections for the first year's production
quantities. Tool amortization is not included in these figures. A
detailed analysis of the assembly cost is in the section entitled
Design For Assembly Analysis. It should be noted that although the
comparison for assembly times is valid, no attempt was made to
estimate the cost of automating the previous design.
Machine Interface
In order to achieve the extremely restrictive grid to film spacing
tolerance ( .010 in.), the primary charger was designed to move
until it contacted the photoconductor. The correct spacing is then
set by the combination of housing, end cap, grid wire and film
dimensions and tolerances. This requires the primary charger to be
free in the vertical direction while being constrained front to rear
and left to right. In terms of the six degrees of freedom (see figure
1) for a rigid body (three rotation and three translation), three
degrees of freedom are constrained by the primary charger's mating
device, and three are provided by the photoconductor. If the charging
plane is taken as the X-Y plane, then the housing's datum G-F (see
the housing drawing) would be parallel to this plane. Datum B of the
housing would be parallel to the Z-Y plane. Therefore, the
constraints of the mating component would stop translation in the X
and Y direction as well as rotation about the Z axis. The
photoconductor would stop translation in the Z direction as well as
rotation about the X and Y axes. The electrical connection is made
between the pins and two beryllium-copper springs. These springs
allow the Z translation and X and Y rotations of the charger relative
to the photoconductor. The shield connection is made through an
opening in the back of the charger housing by a cantilever spring
connector. This spring connector also applies a force to drive the
primary charger to the photoconductor.
The transfer charger is constrained in the same way as the primary
charger. Spacing of the grid wire to the photoconductor is not
critical, but because a universal housing is used for the primary and
the transfer chargers, dimensional accuracy is identical.
It is important to note that the features used to secure the chargers
in their respective mountings are non-functional when the chargers
are in their operational position. The guidance bosses and snap fits
contact their respective mounting points only during insertion and
removal.
Manufacturing Process Selection
As in the previous design, the chargers could have been approached
as two insulating end blocks secured to a sheet metal frame. This
would require three components rather than two (shield and housing)
and the securing of these components at the correct location. The
control of all critical dimensions within one component was
extremely attractive. To achieve all the dimensional requirements
as well as the multiple functions, the housing appeared to be a
candidate for injection molding. In addition, the insulative
8requirement at the wire termination points, confirms plastic as a
good solution. Although a thermoset would be environmentally more
stable, high production volumes in an unattended multiple cavity
tool with little waste and no trimming were major advantages of
thermoplastic injection molding.
The conventional design of the shield was a stamped and formed
sheet metal part. This manufacturing process is easily justified
when considering the productivity of a progressive punch and die and
the resulting low component cost. Other processes were explored
(e.g. plating the housing), but the end result was either a high
component cost or poor performance.
The end caps were very similar to the housing in that multiple
functions were required and, as in all the components, cost was a
major issue. By applying the same logic as the housing, multiple
cavity automatic injection molds were selected.
The pin could be produced by a Swiss screw machine, a numerically
controlled lathe or cold heading. The cold heading was the most
attractive in that dimensional tolerances are very good, tooling
costs are insignificant, productivity is greater than the other
processes and very little material is lost in the process.
Material Selections
Housing
In order to mold many of the intricate features in the housing (see
figure 2), a thermoplastic material capable of filling thin wall
sections was required. The material selected for the housing was
General Electric Noryl SE-1 (polyphenylene oxide). This resin was
used without additional fillers, because prices for base resin are
always lower than for filled resin. Typical fillers are glass fibers,
glass beads, Dupont Teflon (PTFE) and silicon. In addition to adding
cost, glass fibers reduce the allowable strain and therefore restrict
the design of springs and snaps. Glass fibers also impart directional
(anisotropic) properties which can effect the selection of gating
points. Some resins (e.g. polycarbonate) have demonstrated an
inability to prevent electrical arcs from traveling along the
materials surface when subjected to a 6000 volt source. This
phenomena is referred to as arc tracking. The selected material has
excellent arc track resistance. The flexural modulus is low
(360,000 psi) and the dynamic (momentary) strain is 8%, which
allows the design of snap fits. Creep resistance as measured by the
creep modulus is very good allowing for the design to incorporate
long life flexural members. Dimensional stability is excellent even
in a high moisture environment. Alternate materials under
investigation are General Electric Noryl SE-1 00 and Tennessee
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Eastman Ektar DA003. These materials have slightly lower tensile
strength, however all the springs and snaps would function within an
acceptable range. All three materials have identical mold shrinkage
rates, so the original tooling is useable. Prototype housings have
been molded in Ektar DA003 and are under evaluation. If accepted as
an alternate material a considerable cost savings will be realized.
Shield
In order to generate the corona effect, a metal shield must surround
the corona wire (see figure 2). The main requirements for the shield
are that it must be conductive and low cost. Additional
considerations are it must be capable of making a repeatable
electrical connection and be resistant to corrosion in a typical
storage environment. For these reasons, low carbon steel was
selected. To insure repeatability of formed features in the
progressive die and keep material usage low, .020 inch stock was
selected. The steel is zinc plated and a chromate conversion is
applied. This finish provides repeatable connections, corrosion
protection and an iridescent appearance. All environmental and
functional tests (including ozone exposure) have demonstrated that
the zinc plate with a chromate conversion provides sufficient
protection for the charger's function at a cost lower than nickel
plating.
11
Pin
The pins must make an electrical contact between the wire and the
power source (see figure 2). Materials with low electrical
resistance were investigated and the choice was narrowed down to
aluminum or brass. Either of these materials would have worked
well with a cold heading process due to their ability to cold flow
into the pins multiple diameters. Aluminum, although cheaper per
pound, required a finishing operation (e.g. anodize or dichromate
conversion) to insure repeatable connections, so brass was
selected. The cost of finishing and the possibility of poor reliability
of the connection eliminated aluminum. The grade of brass selected
was cold drawn alloy 260 which best optimized cost, producibility,
and low electrical resistance.
Primary End Cap
The primary end caps must mask the charging area, space the grid
wires from the photoconductor, provide a bearing surface for the
primary charger, act as an electrical insulator and secure to the
housing with no fasteners (see figure 2). Again injection molded
thermoplastic was chosen because fully automated tooling can be
developed and the scrap may be reused. The material selected for
the primary end cap was LNP DL-4530 (polycarbonate modified with
13% PTFE and 2% silicon fillers). Polycarbonate provides excellent
12
dimensional stability, a low flexural modulus (280,00 psi) and high
strain (5%) at the yield point, which are critical to the design of low
insertion force, short leg, snap fits. The PTFE filler adds cost but
provides lubricity to the material allowing the end cap to function
as a bearing surface. Measured coefficient of friction (dynamic) was
0.20, an adequate value for the bearing surface, although the
manufacture of the material advertises the coefficient of friction
as 0.09. An alternate material under investigation is Celcon M90
(acetal copolymer). Prototype end caps have been molded and are in
test to determine material interaction with the photoconductor.
Although this material has a higher mold shrinkage rate, dimensional
variation in sample parts was very small because of the small wall
thickness.
Transfer End Cap
Once the parameters for the primary end cap were established to
develop the snap fit, the selection of material for the transfer end
cap was simple. The transfer end cap does not function as a bearing,
therefore the same base resin (polycarbonate) without fillers could
be used. Elimination of the fillers reduced the material cost by 50%.
General Electric Lexan 121R or Mobay Merlon M39LR are specified for
this application. Presently under investigation is Dow Chemical
Styron 6075 (polystyrene). Although yield strength is reduced by
13
half for the polystyrene, so is material cost. Prototypes have been
successfully molded and are under evaluation.
Grid Wire
The grid wire must be conductive, resist ozone attack and be
manipulated in a stringing process (see figure 2). Stainless steel
was selected based on previous experience. The attribute which was
difficult to quantify was the temper of the wire required in the
automated stringing process. Through various tests involving
required bend radius and needed surface area for charge control, .010
inch diameter 302 type stainless steel wire was selected. Annealed
or quarter hard temper functioned equally well when sample
stringing was performed. Container size (spool dimensions) were
determined by the stringing apparatus.
Corona Wire
Previous experience had demonstrated that tungsten wire was the
only material that could function in this application for the required
life of the component. Chargers in many competitive units have a
base tungsten wire with a gold or platinum coating to improve the
wire's life. These precious metal coatings add significant cost to
the corona wire. Testing verified that uncoated wire was acceptable
in this application.
14
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Tooling Considerations
Housing
In order to keep tooling costs low and insure high reliability and low
maintenance of the mold, the housing was designed to be made
without side draws. A side draw is a component of the mold which
has a motion other than perpendicular to the parting plane of the
mold. To incorporate this goal in the product design, openings are
provided in the housing to allow sections of the mold to reach
features which are blocked from the other half of the mold. An
obvious example is the under-cut surface of the snap fits which
secure the shield (see figure 2). An opening is provided directly
below each snap fit to allow tool steel to reach the snap fit and
thereby eliminate the undercut. To insure ejection of the housing
from the mold upon completion of the cooling cycle, most surfaces
are drafted. This taper is permitted, but is not mandatory. The
tooling engineer is allowed to apply up to the maximum draft as
defined at various sections of the housing drawing. The majority of
surfaces are allowed draft up to a maximum of one degree per side
or three degrees included angle for cylindrical features. In some
cases (e.g. the shield snap fits) the allowed draft may be greater or
less than the general draft, and is so noted at the feature's
dimension. Offset leader lines are applied to indicate the nominal
16
dimension to which the draft applies. Included with this dimension
is a reference to plus or minus draft. This indicates that the
nominal dimension will increase in the case of plus draft or
decrease for minus draft.
Not shown on the drawing but included in the tooling are .005 inch
ribs called hangers. These can be found in the shield cavity of the
molded housing. The purpose of these ribs is to cause the molded
part to adhere to one half of the injection mold. Ejector pins will
then push the completed part off the injection molding tool. If the
housing were to adhere to the wrong half of the tool, ejection would
be impossible.
Two of the grid wrapping bosses (see the housing drawing page 2,
detail A) are located very close to the housing's side wall. To allow
additional room for the two halves of the injection mold to close,
the end bosses have a reduced diameter (from 1.856 to 1.500 mm).
When the tool was initially designed, critical sections of the tool
were inserted so that these sections could easily be removed. This
allowed economical and quick modifications to these critical areas
(e.g. the termination bosses of the corona wire) without risking the
tool.
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A note within the general specification label (see the housing
drawing) addresses ejector pin marks. This specifies the degree of
accuracy required in the elevation of the the ejector pins within the
injection mold tool. Gating and flash are also addressed in this
general note. Various types of gates are allowed, as mentioned in
the label, as long as the resulting mark on the part is flush or below
the molded part's surface.
Shield
Pilot holes for the progressive punch and die were not permitted in
the shield, because they negatively affected the charger's efficiency.
The approach that was taken in the die was to use pilot holes in the
carrier strip. To facilitate finishing, plating rack marks are
permitted on the surface which contacts the housing, as noted on the
drawing. This provides the part manufacturer with alternatives for
staging the part during finishing.
Pin
The pin drawing allows radii on the square corners. This is to
improve flow into the tool during the cold heading operation. The
chamfers which aid in component assembly also improve material
flow in the tool.
18
Primary and Transfer End Caps
The primary and transfer end caps are designed such that side draws
are not required in the tool. As in the case of the housing,
requirements on ejector pins, gates and flash are addressed by the
general specification label on the drawings of the end caps.
19
Grid Wrapping Bosses
Grid Wrapping Bosses
Figure 3
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Housing Stress Calculations
In order to avoid side draws in the housing tooling, slots are cut into
the housing side walls to allow the injection mold's tool steel to
reach the different sections of the shield's snap fits. This creates a
structural weakness when the grid and corona wires load the
housing. To support these loads, two structural ribs (.070 by .070
inches) run the full length of the housing shield cavity (see figure 2).
To determine the effectivity of these ribs, a finite element model
was developed using an Aries Conceptstation which employs ANSYS
finite element analysis. The system uses an automatic meshing
routine with triangular elements. This leads to a linear
approximation of results. The results of this model are displayed in
figures 4-9. In figure 4, the constraining pattern and the loading
pattern are shown (0.6 lb for the corona wire and 8.0 lb for the grid).
The loads are from the initial stringing of the wires and the thermal
effects at operating temperature. Figure 5 shows the mesh, the
maximum deflection, and the von Mises stress. Figure 6 shows a
close-up view of the peak stress at the corners of the structural rib.
It should be noted that in figure 6 the stress in the bottom wall of
the shield cavity is extremely low, even around the tooling cut-outs.
This insight was useful in determining the feasibility of adding
molded cantilever springs to that wall to lift the shield. Figure 7
qualitatively shows the distortion of the housing under load as
21
compared to the original geometry. Figure 8 shows the distorted
mesh and gives the maximum deflection with the undistorted
geometry removed. Figure 9 shows the maximum distortion of the
charger if the structural rib and housing snap cut-outs are omitted.
To approximate creep effects, the deflection is divided by the creep
modulus at the operating temperature to flexural modulus ratio.1
The adjustment to the deflection would be:
Creep modulus for Noryl SE-1 at 170 F = 125,000 psi
Flexural modulus for Noryl SE-1 at 73 F = 360,000 psi
Therefore, the deflection at the end of one year would increase
by a factor of 2.88.
This deflection adjustment is a conservative approximation in that
the actual deflection would be less than this value. The creep
modulus is based on an operating temperature 50 F higher than the
standard peak temperature (120 F) and as the housing begins to
deflect, the load due to the wires decreases.
The worst case stress in the grid wrapping boss (see figure 3) was
found by using the smallest allowable boss diameter, the largest
grid load and the maximum offset of the grid wire from the base of
the boss to create the largest moment. Stresses in the bosses were
determined by:
22
o-(Mc)/l
(1)
and
Substituting:
A = .0024 in.2 (Minimum area of the boss)
c = .0276 in. (Distance to the neutral axis on the smallest
boss)
Fi = 1 .6 lb (Maximum force on the boss)
I = 4.53 x 10'7 in.4 (Moment of inertia for the smallest boss)
M = (1.6 lb) .020 in. = 0.032 lb in. (Maximum moment)
a = 1,947 psi (Worst case)
and
x = 671 psi (Worst case)
The combined stress state is found by:2
a'
= (a2 + 3t2)1'2 (3)
Substituting the values for a and x into this equation yields the
worst case
a'
equal to 2,267 psi. As the wire offset goes to zero,
the combined stress approaches the value of the shear stress.
Therefore, to reduce the load on the grid boss, it is essential that
the wire be wrapped as close to the base as possible.
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Corona Spring Design
The corona wire must be maintained within a tension range (0.3 - 1.0
lb.) in order to prevent extreme wire motion, which may lead to
arcing or wire failure. The three major causes of wire tension
changes are thermal expansion, creep of the housing and assembly of
the grid. To allow easy assembly and provide the required
compliance to the corona wire, a plastic cantilever spring was
incorporated into the housing. The wire is oriented in such a way
that the corona spring experiences no side loads after final
assembly (see figure 10). The spring is a trapezoidal cantilever
with a hook at the top (similar to a snap fit). The trapezoidal shape
was selected because the wire would tend to nest under the spring's
hook when loaded.
To calculate the maximum housing dimensional change from
temperature:
A = (ai-a2 ) (5T) D (4)
Substituting the following values:
D = 8.8256 - 8.8492 in. (Length range of the corona wire)
ai = 3.3 x 10'5 in. / in. F (Coefficient for the housing)
a2 = 2.39 x 10"6 in. / in. F (Coefficient for the corona wire)
30
8T = 50 F (Maximum change in temperature)
A = .0135 in.
The variation in the length (D) does not change this value within the
significant digits used.
The deflection of the spring was found by the equation^
y = (P 4 L3 K) / (E b0 t3 ) (5)
Substituting:
b0 = .313 - .347 in. (Width range at the spring base)
E = 360,000 psi (Flexural modulus for Noryl SE-1 at 73 F)
K = 1.16 - 1.18 (Trapezoidal correction factor range)
L = .345 - .355 in. (Length range of the spring)
P = 1.20 lb (Target force for assembly device)
t = .071 - .079 in. (Thickness range of the spring)
y = .0042 - .0057 in. (Deflection range of the spring)
During assembly the wire tension is monitored, so these deflection
values are not critical to the assembly of the chargers, but are used
to characterize the corona spring. This value of force (1.20 lb target
value) will be experienced only at the initial loading of the spring
and at room temperature. Because the spring force is dependent on
time, operating temperature and spring dimensions, the creep
31
modulus (at an evaluated temperature of 170 F for one year) is
substituted for the flexural modulus in equation 5.4 Substituting
the value of 125,000 psi for the flexural modulus (E) and adding half
of .0135 inches due to thermal expansion (the wire moves twice the
distance of the spring as shown in figure 10) to the deflection range
into equation 5, the resulting force range is 0.92 - 1.11 lb. These
values better represent the long term spring force at the operating
temperature.
A force balance of the spring and wire shows the load in the wire is
one half the spring force. The minimum ultimate strength of the
wire is 435,000 psi with yield at 304,000 psi which correspond to a
minimum ultimate load of 3.5 lb and a yield load of 2.5 lb. This
gives a safety factor at yield of approximately four when
considering the corona spring force on the wire. Stress in the spring
is found by;5
a = (6 P L) / (b0 t2) (6)
Substituting:
b0 = .313 - .347 in. (Width range at the spring base)
L = .345 - .355 in. (Length range of the spring)
P = 1.20 lb (Target force for assembly device)
t = 071 - .079 in. (Thickness range of the spring)
32
a = 1180 -1574 psi at room temperature
These values represent the peak stresses and are well within the
elastic range of the material. The forces derived from the creep
modulus are less than the room temperature target force, so the
corresponding stresses are less than the room temperature case.
A finite element analysis was performed to check the actual
geometry against the closed form equation. When the nominal actual
geometry was loaded to 1.20 pounds, the finite element model
predicted a deflection of .0043 inches at a stress of 770 psi. The
deflection correlated closely with the closed form equation, but the
maximum stress was quite a bit lower than predicted. Two reasons
for this discrepancy are: more material is modeled in the finite
element package than in the closed form equation, and the finite
element package uses a linear approximation. The stress contours of
this spring are shown in figure 11. Since the maximum and minimum
geometries were found to be acceptable using the closed form
equation, and the stress in the finite element model was lower in
the nominal case, it was not necessary to model the maximum and
minimum geometries using finite element analysis.
The natural frequency of the wire is found by:6
f- (kn / 2 k) ([Tg] / [w Li])-5 (7)
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Substituting:
g = 386.0 in. / sec2
ki = k (First natural frequency)
Li = 8.8256 - 8.8492 in. (Length range of the corona wire)
T = 0.6 lb (Target corona wire tension at 73 F)
w = 5.172 - 5.291 x 10'5 lb (Weight range of the corona wire
span)
f - 351.7 - 356.2 Hz
If the values at elevated temperature for one year are substituted (P
= 0.46 - 0.56 lb and Li = 8.8391- 8.8627 in.) the equation yields:
f = 311.4 - 344.1 Hz
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Corona Spring
Corona Wire
Ultrasonic Weld
Corona Spring
Figure 10
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Shield Spring Design
In the case of the transfer charger, the spacing of the shield edge to
the photoconductor is critical. To remove any gap between the
shield and the snap fits in the housing which retain the shield (see
figure 2), cantilever springs are molded into the floor of the
housing, at no additional part cost. The only cost is a small initial
tooling cost. These springs must be capable of overcoming the 0.13
pound weight of the shield. Therefore, the two springs must exert a
force greater than the weight of the shield at the elevated
temperature for twelve months. Using a worst case analysis, the
gap between the shield and the housing can range between a
minimum of .010 inches and a maximum of .050 inches.
The material selected for the housing (Noryl SE-1) may be strained
to 3% and still remain in the elastic region. For instantaneous
strains such as snap fits, the elastic strain can be exceeded.
Considering that the material fails at 60% strain, General Electric
recommends a maximum instantaneous snap fit strain of 8% for
Noryl SE-1. The desired deflection of the cantilever shield spring
must be greater than the maximum gap and a minimum compression.
When the minimum deflection is added to the shield housing
tolerance range, the spring deflection ranges from .021 to .069
inches. These numbers were derived from the worst case tolerances
of the shield notches, the housing snap fits and the height deviations
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of the springs. The spring thickness was matched to the wall
thickness of the housing to insure good flow of the molten plastic
into the cantilever spring feature during manufacture. The minimum
force for the spring was selected as 0.50 pounds. This would
compensate for the decrease in spring force from creep and
environmental effects. Assuming the creep modulus to be
approximately one third the flexural modulus (as discussed in the
section entitled Housing Stress Calculations), this provides a safety
factor of approximately three. The analysis performed was:
e = (3 y t) / (2 L2) (8)
and
P = (y E b t3) / (4 L3) (9)
Substituting:
b = .096 - .104 in. (Spring width range)
E = 360,000 psi (Flexural modulus for Noryl SE-1 at 73 F)
L = .446 - .454 in. (Length of cantilever range)
t = .063 - .070 in. (Thickness range)
y = .021 - .069 in. (Deflection range)
The spring dimensional sensitivity was evaluated by substituting
the thinnest (.063 in.), longest (.454 in.), narrowest (.096 in.) spring
deflected the least amount (.021 in.) into the equation which yielded
a minimum force of 0.48 pounds. Then the thickest (.070 in.),
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shortest (.446 in.), widest (.104 in.) spring deflected the most (.069
in.) was substituted into the strain equation predicting a maximum
strain (e) of 3.6% which is well within the material's capacity. At
the minimum deflection of the shield spring, the strain is 1.1%.
Because the load at the minimum deflection is the most critical
parameter in the design of the shield spring and the resulting strain
is within the elastic range of the housing material, the flexural
modulus was used rather than the secant modulus.
Classical equations on cantilever beams made of unreinforced
plastic are accurate if the tip angular deflection is below 0.227
radians.7 To calculate the worst angular deflection, the following
analysis was performed:
0 = (6PL2 )/(Ebt3) (10)
Substituting:
b = .104 in. (Maximum width of the cantilever)
E = 360,000 psi (Flexural modulus for Noryl SE-1 at 73 F)
L = .446 in. (Minimum length of the spring)
P = 2.50 lb (Maximum load at extreme deflection)
t = .070 in. (Maximum thickness of the spring)
0 = 0.232 radians
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Because this angular deflection exceeds 0.227 radians, the classical
equations are not accurate for the maximum deflection case.
A finite element analysis was performed on this spring to verify the
assumptions of the cantilever equation and provide information in
the region of large deflection. The spring constant for the nominal
case cantilever equation was 29.52 lb/in. The spring constant from
the finite element model was 18.25 lb/in. This deviation may be
explained by the additional material of the back wall of the housing
flexing under load. This is displayed in figures 12 - 14. The nominal
geometry is displayed in figure 12. The deformed stress contour is
shown in figure 13. An overlay of the unloaded geometry and the
loaded finite element mesh is shown in figure 14. From the stress
contours of figure 13, it is obvious that the housing wall at the
base of the spring is helping to support the load. Therefore, the
effective length of the spring is increased and the spring rate drops.
Fortunately, the original target values of the spring were high
enough that even with this reduced rate and creep effects, the force
of the worst case spring is more than enough to overcome the shield
weight with a safety factor of approximately two.
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Datum Feature Selection and Process Effects
The dimensioning and tolerancing techniques are in accordance with
the Eastman Kodak Company Dimensioning and Tolerancing Standard,
which is based on the American National Standard, "Dimensioning
and Tolerancing", ANSI Y14.5M-1982. These techniques are often
referred to as geometric dimensioning and tolerancing.
Housing
In order to insure repeatable measurements and thereby guarantee
component function, datum specification and precedence were based
on function. For the housing (see component drawing), the primary
datum was selected as a compound datum (datum G-F) which is
derived from the high point contact of the grid wire to end cap
spacing features. The secondary (corresponding to datum B) datum
feature was selected based on the mounting surface for the primary
charger. The tertiary (corresponding to datum C) datum feature was
selected to avoid the snap fits and the thumb tab. Auxiliary datum
features, such as the interfacing surfaces for the shield (datums D
and E), are also specified based on function and are referenced in
various feature control frames. A typical example of this type of
local control requirement is observed in the staking bosses. Each
boss is positioned relative to the general datum framework (datums
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G-F, B, and C) by a positional tolerance and basic dimensions, but the
slot in the boss is locally controlled relative to the boss for
symmetry (e.g. detail T page 2 of the housing drawing.).
Shield
The surfaces of the shield that mate to the housing were selected as
the datum features (datums A and B). Although datum A is only
contacted in a limited region (where the leaf springs touch) it was
selected as the primary datum. The reason for this selection was to
insure repeatable measurement and provide a stable staging surface
for inspection. An alternative choice would be the top of the
notches which contact the housing's shield snaps. Even though these
features better represent the function of the shield, they would
require a custom fixture for staging and are prone to bend line
effects from the manufacturing process. Another approach would be
to specify datum targets where the shield springs make contact.
Again, this may force a custom staging fixture, if non-cylindrical
datum targets are used and the problem of staging instability would
still exist. For this application, only two datums were specified in
the general datum framework. The need for a tertiary datum was
eliminated by the application of the profile of a surface tolerance
zone. By specifying the profile tolerance, the interrelationship of
the formed legs are controlled within the tolerance zone developed
by the basic dimensions and the allowed profile tolerance. Control
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relative to the general datum framework is maintained because the
datum A feature is controlled within the profile tolerance.
Pin
The mating surfaces of the pin were selected as the datums. The
precedence was also specified based on function. The primary
datum feature is the cylinder which mates with the housing. The
tertiary datum feature is the surface which bottoms on the housing.
The primary datum (datum B) develops two perpendicular planes of
equal precedence and therefore, datum A defines the tertiary plane.
Primary and Transfer End Caps
The primary function of the end caps (both transfer and primary) is
to provide the correct spacing between the housing and the
photoconductor. This is reflected in the specification of the primary
datum (datum A). The surface which contacts the photoconductor
assembly is specified as datum feature A. In order to provide a
stable staging surface datum target A1 has been added. The
secondary datum (datum B) was selected because it is where the
housing contacts the end cap. This datum is developed by the high
point contact of the two snap fit features. The tertiary datum is
defined by one of the mating snaps. Either snap could have been
selected based on function. Because the snap is a tertiary datum
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feature surface, only a single point of contact is needed. If the point
of contact is near the hook of the snap, it is easy to deflect the snap
and thereby affect the repeatability of measured dimensions. A
simple solution is to use an optical comparator to develop the
tertiary datum and thereby eliminate the possibility of deflection.
Grid and Corona Wires
Based on the nature and function of the corona and grid wires datums
are not required.
Draft
Draft is considered a permissible feature of all the molded
components. The limit of allowable draft is described in the label
entitled "General Specifications for Injection Molded Plastic Parts"
under heading number two, and through notes on the body of the
drawing. Important aspects of draft are the direction in which the
draft occurs and where the dimension and tolerance apply. For
example, on the housing drawing offset extension lines are used to
signify that the dimension and tolerance apply at the base of the
cavity. The cavity is then allowed to increase in size from the
bottom to the top, up to the allowable maximum amount of draft as
described in the label (for this case one degree per side). This
specification has a dramatic effect on mating components. If offset
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extension lines were not used, the dimension and tolerance would
apply at the top of the cavity rather than the base and the cavity
could legitimately decrease in the width below the minimum print
tolerance. For through holes (e.g. the end cap mating cavity in the
charger) or external features, where a draft reference was omitted,
the general draft may be applied as plus draft, minus draft or draft
may be omitted. This allows the injection molding tool designer
some freedom in the selection of the tool parting line.
Bend Line Rule
Sheet metal stampings (e.g. the shield) are subject to the bend line
rule. The description of this rule is given in the label entitled
"General Specifications for Stamped Parts". The purpose of this rule
is to accommodate material spring back after the forming process.
The bend line is found by generating a tangent line on each formed
surface. The intersection of these lines (it can be external or
internal to the part) is the bend line. The formed feature must fall
within a2 angular tolerance zone originating at the bend line.
Linear locating dimensions (e.g. 1.000 .015 in.) apply only at the
bend line and do not constrain the formed surface. For example, the
small tab (view A) on the shield drawing has two dimensions which
apply at the bend line (dimension 2.29 0.25 mm). Even though this
tab appears to be parallel to datum A, the surface is allowed to
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deviate 2 from the nominal. The location of the tab tip's range
would be calculated as:
The maximum location of the bend line:
2.29 + 0.25 = 2.54 mm
The addition of the angular tolerance:
(2.29 + 0.25) tan 2 = 0.09 mm
Therefore, the maximum location of the tip is:
2.54 + 0.09 = 2.63 mm
The minimum location of the tip would be:
2.29 - 0.25 - 0.09 = 1.95 mm
This example demonstrates that the linear tolerance alone does not
determine the location of formed features in sheet metal. The
actual location, as permitted by the drawing, is the angular effect
coupled with the linear dimension.
To override the bend line rule, geometric dimensioning and
tolerancing may be applied. In the case of the shield, the profile
tolerance controls the entire contour as described by the basic
dimensions. A shield being inspected for this attribute must fall
between two equal bilateral boundaries whose separation is equal to
the specified tolerance (0.46 mm for this case). Therefore, the bend
line rule does not apply.
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Tolerances for plastic components were obtained from a publication
from The Society of the Plastics Industry, Incorporated.8 Tolerance
graphs are given for various plastic materials. These curves
demonstrate that dimensional stability is dependent on linear
distance. In each graph, tolerances are defined as commercial or
fine. Commercial tolerances are the most economical because little
scrap will be generated by the process and tool wear is not as
critical. The application of fine tolerances result in a higher
product cost. Most major plastics are listed within this publication.
Although polyphenylene oxide (Noryl SE-1) is not listed, it is very
similar in shrinkage rate to polycarbonate, so this material was
referenced to determine achievable tolerances.9 The material data
sheet also provides tolerance information on geometric tolerancing
techniques, draft and hole characteristics.
The cited reference by Bralla provided tolerancing information on
sheet metal stampings and cold headed components.10 In an
approach very similar to the SPI publication, tolerance information
is listed as economical, normal or expensive. Considerations for
each process (e.g. the limits of chamfers in cold heading) are given.
Tolerance Studies
Note: For all tolerance studies, dimensions are in millimeters
unless otherwise stated. To quickly locate the pertinent dimensions
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and tolerances, the title of the applicable drawing, the sheet number
(for the housing drawings only) and the drawing body coordinates are
given.
Marked on all the drawings is a symbol to declare dimensions which
are termed critical to function (CTF). The symbol is a note flag with
the abbreviation CTF inside. This symbol is used to indicate
dimensions and tolerances for which statistical process control
must be maintained. For acceptance the inspection sample mean
must fall within the control limits based on a normal distribution
with plus or minus four standard deviations within the drawing
tolerance. The distinction here is that although all dimensions of
the drawing are required to be within specification, the CTF symbol
adds an additional requirement of statistical process control. For
some processes (e.g. injection molding) the assumption of a normal
distribution may not be valid within a given production lot. The
process may only appear to have a normal distribution when
considered over the life of the components production. This issue
may be addressed in the future as more statistical records exist.
However, at this time, process control limits are established using a
normal distribution.
Tolerance studies were performed on all mating features of this
assembly. Three tolerance analysis techniques were considered:
Monte Carlo, worst case, root sum square. Worst case analysis
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(min/max) was selected. The reasons for this selection were: the
majority of parts are dimensioned using geometric dimensioning
techniques, which lend themselves to the worst case approach; a
limited number of parts are assembled, therefore application of the
central limit theorem may not be justified; the tolerances applied to
most dimensions are easily within the selected process capabilities
so excessively tight tolerances were not required; and finally, by
approaching the problem as a worst case a safety factor exists over
the statistical and root sum square approaches.
The shield and housing fit was checked to insure that the shield
could be inserted into the housing and that the shield did not fall out
of the housing at the other dimensional extreme. The shield was
dimensioned using a profile tolerance, to insure the shield's contour
as a single unit. Three dimensional orientation tolerance zones
(perpendicularity, parallelism and angularity) are contained within
the profile tolerance. Because the profile tolerance applies as an
equal bilateral tolerance zone, the largest shield is found by adding
the profile tolerance to the width. The smallest housing is found by
subtracting the width tolerance from the nominal dimension.
Because draft is allowable on the housing's shield snap fits, the
actual width may be reduced by the draft in the injection molding
tool. To account for this deviation, the longest shield snap fit is
multiplied by the tangent of the draft angle. This may occur on both
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sides of the shield, so this value is doubled. Performing these
calculations leads to:
The largest shield (shield: B-7):
19.84 + 0.46 = 20.30
The smallest width housing (housing sheet 1: D-8, C-5):
20.82 - 0.127 - 2 [(11.54 +0.254) tan 1] = 20.281
The worst case interference of the snap fits (a deformable
member) and the housing is:
0.019 (.0007 in.)
The converse of this case is the shield in the smallest size, while
the housing is the largest, and the injection mold maker chose not to
draft the face of the snap fits. It should be noted that positive draft
is not possible on the face of the housing's shield snap fits because
the hook of the snap fit would be undercut and not manufacturable.
Also, the shield could be pushed against one of the housing walls.
The following calculations verify that the shield remains under the
snap fit:
The minimum shield width (shield: B-7):
19.84 - .046 = 19.38
The maximum width housing (housing sheet 1: D-8):
20.82 + 0.127 = 20.947
The worst gap between these components:
20.947 - 19.38 = 1.567
The smallest snap hook:
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2.286 - 0.076 - 2.210
Therefore, the minimum overhang is:
0.643 (.025 in.)
The final calculation involving the shield is to insure the housing's
snap fits are always within the shield's notches. The maximum
length of the shield is always smaller than the minimum length of
the housing so no calculation is required. However, when the shield
is at its smallest length and the housing is at its maximum length,
the datum features referenced in the appropriate positional
tolerance feature control frames do not align. In order for the
housing's shield guidance ribs to be effective this case must be
considered. To account for this offset the shield's notches are
increased in width which is verified by the following calculation:
The maximum material condition of the shield notch (shield: B-
5):
10.24 - 0.20 = 10.04
The maximum material condition of the snap (housing sheet 2:
D-5):
5.400 + 0.127 + 3.75 tan 10 = 6.188
The maximum datum feature offset (shield: D-5, housing sheet
1: D-6):
220.51 - 218.60 = 1.91
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The positional tolerance of the two features (shield: B-5,
housing sheet 1: C-5):
0.76 + 0.76 = 1 .52
Therefore, the minimum clearance is:
10.04 - 6.188 - 1.91 -1.52 = 0.422 (.017 in.)
For the end cap, the end cap must fit between the grid wrapping
bosses and the housing back wall. It should be noted that the
housing back wall may draft at 1. The calculations performed were:
The largest end cap dimension (end cap-primary: B-5):
8.45 + 0.125 = 8.575
The smallest housing opening (housing sheet 2: F-6):
8.94 - 0.125 - 8.195 tan 1 = 8.672
Then the minimum clearance is:
8.672 - 8.575 = 0.097 (.004 in.)
The following calculation was performed to verify that the snap fit
for the end cap will always clear the housing, thereby providing a
clean snap into place:
The minimum distance of end cap bottom to snap fit hook (end
cap-primary: B-5,B-7):
6.90 - .050 + 8.40 = 15.25
The maximum distance from housing primary datum to ledge
(housing sheet 2: E-6):
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15.10 + 0.125 = 15.225
The minimum clearance is:
15.25 - 15.225 = 0.025 (.001 in.)
A 1 basic angle was added to the housing drawing to insure a close
fit between the drafted end cap features and the mating housing
surface.
The end cap must contact the housing's primary datum features and
not the parallel surface found 7.13 mm away. To verify this, the
following calculation was performed:
The maximum end cap dimension (end cap-primary: B-5):
6.90 + 0.10 = 7.00
The minimum housing distance (housing sheet 2: E-6):
7.13 - 0.10 = 7.03
The worst case clearance is:
7.03 - 7.00 = 0.03 (.001 in.)
The distance between the end cap snap faces and the mating housing
surfaces is:
The widest end cap dimension (end cap-primary: B-2):
11.33 + 0.10 = 11.43
The narrowest housing opening (housing sheet 2: G-7):
11.63 - 0.10 - 8.195 (2) tan 1 =11.244
The worst case interference:
11.244 - 11.43 0.186 (.007 in.)
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It would appear that a press fit could occur at this interface.
Examining the geometry of the housing, one concludes that the draft
of the housing creates the smallest opening at the hook of the end
cap snap fit feature. The snap fit is designed as a flexible member,
so a 0.093 deflection per snap is easily tolerated.
The most critical tolerance stack-up occurs at the grid wire to
photoconductor interface. To analyze this stack-up the completed
primary charger assembly is examined in the following analysis:
The grid wire diameter:
0.254 0.00762
The housing groove depth (housing sheet 2: B-7):
0.50 0.10
The end cap thickness (end cap-primary: B-6):
2.40 0.10
The photoconductor thickness:
0.1016 0.00762
The total assembly:
2.544 0.21524 (.1002 .0085 in.)
This verifies that the primary charger design is within the required
tolerance specifications ( 0.254) when analyzing the system
tolerances at worst case.
To determine the spacing change due to end cap wear (W-|), the
following analysis was
performed:11
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W1-K1F2VT1 (11)
F2 = 0.15 lb (Maximum force on the end cap)
K! = 40 X10-10 (jn 3 mjn.) / ()b n hr) (Wear factor)
T-| = 240 hr (Maximum duration time)
V = 20 ft / min. (Maximum surface velocity)
W-| = 2.88 x 10"6 in.3 (Maximum volume loss from wear)
The minimum projected area of the end cap bearing surface is:
.122 in 2
The maximum spacing change due to wear is:
2.88 x 10-6 / .122 = 2.36 x 10"5 in. (0.0006 mm)
Design for Assembly Analysis
Design for assembly analysis was performed using the Boothroyd and
Dewhurst Design for Assembly software. This software steps the
user through an orderly disassembly of the components and helps the
user judge the difficulty of assembly at each step. Outputs of the
software are in the form of tables (see tables 1-8). A comparison
of the two summaries is given in table 9. For labeling in the
software, the previous design is referred to as FMCHARGR and the
production design is referred to as TCHARGER. Results from the
Table 1
Design for Manual Assembly Summary
FMCHARGR
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I flsseably efficiency (percent) 12
! Total assesbly tiie (seconds) 169 i
I Total labor cost (cents) 211 :
I Nutber of different parts or sub-asseiblies
I handled 10 !
I Nueber of parts and sub-assetblies
I handled (inc. repeats) 13 !
I Total number of operations (inc. repeats) 18 1
I Theoretical liniiut nuiber of
I parts or pre-asseabled iteas 7 1
Labor rate (dollars/hour) 45 !
Table 2
Design For Manual Assembly Worksheet
FMCHARGR
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1 Fart or Manual Manual Operation Figures
1 Sub or Handling Insertion Tiae for Min.
1 Oper'n Cod? Hnda bpkth+tii o^rte
MANUAL-BENCH
ASSEMBLY !
1 Nt
1 11
).
No.
of
Repeats
i
) RP H(
Handling
Tiae per
Part (s)
l
1
: th it
Insertion
Tiae per
Part (s)
I
1
: ti u
Operation
Cost-cents
TAI0P
l
1
\ CA M1
Naae of Asseably- !
FHTCHARGER 1
Naae of Part, Sub- !
asseably or Operation!
! 1 1 20 1.80 00 1.5 3.3 4.1 1 SHIELD 1
1 2 1 88 6.35 30 2.0 8.4 10.4 0 TAPE 1
1 3 2 30 1.95 31 5.0 13.9 17.4 2 END BLOCK 1
! 4 1 31 2.25 18 9.0 11.3 14.1 1 CONTACT 1
15 1- - 92 5.0 5.0 6.3 - Screw fastening !
! 6 1 68 8.00 49 10.5 18.5 23.1 0 SCREW 1
1 7 1 69 9.00 41 7.5 16.5 20.6 0 PIN !
1 8 1 80 4.10 47 11.5 15.6 19.5 1 CORONA HIRE !
! 9 1 90 2.00 32 4.0 6.0 7.5 0 LU6 !
! 10 2 - - 97 12.0 24.0 30.0 Adhesives etc. 1
! 11 2 13 2.06 06 5.5 15.1 18.9 0 BRID6E 1
! 12 2 - 97 12.0 24.0 30.0 - Adhesives etc. 1
1 13 2 13 2.06 00 1.5 7.1 8.9 2 . END COVER 1
Table 3
Design For Manual Assembly Results
FMCHARGR
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! Total Asseably Tiae 169 Asseably INo. of
Operation ! rep-
Description ! eats
Figs.
ain.
parts
Asseably
Operation
Tiae, sec
Asseably !
Op'n costl
cents !! Tiae for Main Asseably 169
! SHIELD ! place in ttorkfixture ! 1
add 4 snap fit ! 1
add & snap fit 1 2
add & hold down 1 1
standard operation 1 1
add & screw fasten 1 1
add & press fit I 1
add & hold down ! 1
add & hold down 1 1
standard operation ! 2
add & hold down i 2
standard operation ! 2
1 add & secured ! 2
1
0
2
1
0
0
1
0
0
2
3.3
8.4
13.9
11.3
5.0
18.5
16.5
15.6
6.0
24.0
15.1
24.0
7.1
4.1 :
10.4 1
17.4 1
14.1 1
6.3 1
23.1 !
20.6 1
19.5 !
7.5 1
30.0 1
18.9 1
30.0 '
8.9
! TAPE !
1 END BLOCK !
! CONTACT 1
! Screw fastening !
I SCREW I
I PIN 1
! CORONA WIRE !
1 LUG !
! Adhesives etc. 1
! BRIDGE :
1 Adhesives etc. !
! END COVER !
Table 4
Descending Order of Assembly Cost
FMCHARGR
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! Part or Manual Manual Operation Figures
1 Sub or Handling Insertion Tiae for Min.
1 0DPrn Turin Tniio DD(TUiTI\ (J--!.-
MANUAL-BENCH
ASSEMBLY
! Nc
; n
No.
of
Repeats
1
1
> RP H(
Handling
Tiae per
Part (s)
l
1
: th it
Insertion
Tiae per
Part (s)
l
l
: n T(
mm rn
Operation
Cost-cents
TAJ0P
1
1
\ CA Nl1
Naae of Asseably- .
FHTCHAR6ER
Naae of Part, Sub- !
asseably or Operation
112- 97 12.0 24.0 30.0 Adhesives etc.
12 2- - 97 12.0 24.0 30.0 - Adhesives etc.
! 3 1 68 8.00 49 10.5 18.5 23.1 0 SCREW
1 4 1 69 9.00 41 7.5 16.5 20.6 0 PIN
! 5 1 80 4.10 47 11.5 15.6 19.5 1 CORONA WIRE
! 6 2 13 2.06 06 5.5 15.1 18.9 0 BRIDGE
! 7 2 30 1.95 31 5.0 13.9 17.4 2 END BLOCK
! 8 1 31 2.25 18 9.0 11.3 14.1 1 CONTACT
1 9 1 88 6.35 30 2.0 8.4 10.4 0 TAPE
1 10 2 13 2.06 00 1.5 7.1 8.9 2 END COVER
! 11 1 90 2.00 32 4.0 6.0 7.5 0 LU6
', 12 1 - - 92 5.0 5.0 6.3 - Screw fastening
! 13 1 20 1.80 00 1.5 3.3 4.1 1 SHIELD
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Table 5
Design For Manual Assembly Summary
TCHARGER
! Asseably efficiency (percent) 63
1 Total asseably tiae (seconds) 33 1
1 Total labor cost (cents) 42 1
1 Nuaber of different parts or sub-asseablies
1 handled 5 1
1 Nuaber of parts and sub-asseablies
! handled (inc. repeats) 7 !
1 Total nuaber of operations (inc. repeats) 7 1
1 Theoretical ainiaua nuaber of
1 parts or pre-asseabled iteas 7 1
Labor rate (dollars/hour) 45 1
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Table 6
Design For Manual Assembly Worksheet
TCHARGER
Part or Manual Manual Operation Figures
Sub or Handling Insertion Tiae for Min.
Oper'n Code Code RPt(TH+TI) Parts
No. ! I !
No, I Handling I Insertion I Operation
of ! Tiae per ! Tiae per ! Cost-cents
Repeats ! Part (s) I Part (s) I TAtOP
MANUAL-BENCH
ASSEMBLY
Naae of Asseably-
TRANSFER CHAR6ER
Naae of Part, Sub-
ID RF HC TH IC TI TA CA Nil asseably or Operation
1 1 30 1.95 00 1.5 3.5 4.3 1 HOUSING
2 1 20 1.80 30 2.0 3.8 4.8 1 SHIELD
3 nL 10 1.50 30 2.0 7.0 8.8 2 BRASS PIN
4 1 80 4.10 35 7.0 11.1 13.9 1 CORONA WIRE
5 nI 30 1.95 30 2.0 7.9 9.9 2 END CAP
Table 7
Design For Manual Assembly Results
TCHARGER
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Total Assembly Tiae 33 Asseably
Operation
Description
No. of
rep
eats
Figs.
ain.
parts
Asseably
Operation
Tiae, sec
Asseably !
Op'n cost!
cents 1! Tiae for Main Asseably 33
1 HOUSING 1 place in workfixture
add & snap fit
add & press fit
add & hold down
add 4 snap fit
1
1
2
1
2
1
1
7
1
2
3.5
3.8
7.0
11.1
7.9
4.3 1
4.8
8.8
13.9
9.9
! SHIELD 1
1 BRASS PIN I
1 CORONA WIRE !
1 END CAP 1
Table 8
Descending Order of Assembly Cost
TCHARGER
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Part or Manual Manual Operation Figures
Sub or Handling Insertion Tiae for Hin.
Oper'n Code Code RPt(TH+TI) Parts
No. ! ! !
No. I Handling ! Insertion ! Operation
of I Tiae per ! Tiae per ! Cost-cents
Repeats I Part (s) I Part (s) ! TAtOP
MANUAL-BENCH
ASSEMBLY
ID RP HC TH IC TI
Naae of Asseably-
TRANSFER CHARGER
TA CA NM
Naae of Part, Sub-
asseably or Operation
1 1 80 4 10 35 7.0 11.1 13.9 1 CORONA WIRE
END CAP2 2 30 1
3 2 10 1
95 30 2.0 7.9 9.9 2
50 30 2.0 7.0 8.8 2 BRASS PIN
SHIELD
HOUSING
4 1 20 1
5 1 30 1
80 30 2.0 3.8 4.8 1
95 00 1.5 3.5 4.3 1
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Table 9
Summary Comparison Between FMCHARGR and TCHARGER
FMCHARGR
Total Assembly Time 169 seconds
Assembly Efficiency (percent) 12%
Number of parts 1 3
TCHARGER
Total Assembly Time 33 seconds
Assembly Efficiency (percent) 63 %
Number of parts 7
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software indicate an assembly efficiency of 12% for the previous
design (table 1), as compared to 63% for the production design
(table 5). The assembly time is 169 seconds for the previous design
(table 1) and 33 seconds for the production design (table 5). Tables
2 and 6 show the actual assembly operation time for each component
of the two designs. Tables 3 and 7 give a brief description of each
assembly operation for the two designs as well as the assembly
time associated with each design. Tables 4 and 8 display a
descending order of assembly cost for each design. In the case of
the production transfer charger, the second brass pin (the grid
connection) was considered required in the design even through the
pin has no function. The reason behind this decision was to allow a
completed transfer charger to be assembled as a primary charger or
to be delivered as is. If the pin were assembled prior to the grid
stringing, an additional sonic pin inserter would be required. This
would not only require additional capital funds for the sonic welder,
but would require additional room in the assembly area to add the
welder. Therefore, the second pin is included for the assembly
process.
As a general rule, chamfers and lead-ins were designed into the
components to aid in assembly. In the case of the pins the nose of
the pin is chamfered and the transition to the datum feature
diameter is a cone. The housing is chamfered where the end caps
snap into the housing and all the snap fits have tapered lead-ins.
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The shield is guided into position by vertical ribs in the housing.
The shield has angled surfaces at the base which also act as a lead-
in with respect to the housing snap fits.
A goal in the design was to have a universal housing that could be
used as either a transfer charger or primary charger. This goal was
achieved, reducing the cost of molding and assembly tooling,
administrative costs and the chance for assembly error.
The pin is needed to make electrical connection. To reduce assembly
error and tooling cost, the same pin is used for both the grid and
corona wire connections. The pins are ultrasonically vibrated while
being pressed into the housing. Originally, the fastening technique
between the housing and pin was a press fit. To accommodate the
tolerances of the housing and pin mating features, the press fit
required the housing material to operate just on the edge of the
elastic stress range. As more loads were added to the pins (the
connector and wire loads), the stresses on the housing were well
into the plastic range of the material. To accommodate the
tolerances of both components and reduce the residual assembly
stress, the ultrasonic process was selected. By adjusting the energy
that the horn applies to the housing, the plastic can be softened,
producing a great reduction in the housing stress.
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All wires are terminated by an ultrasonic weld. This process allows
the wire to be secured without damage. An alternative approach is
heat staking. However, the heat staking process usually requires
more space for tooling. Pull tests on wires which were secured by
ultrasonic welding have always ended in wire failure rather than the
welded joint failure. Ultrasonic joint failure has not been recorded
as a failure mode during any product testing.
Both the corona and the grid wires are strung automatically. This
allows precise control of the tension and high production rates.
Clearance was provided to allow a tool head to access wire routing
areas. As the wire is strung, the surfaces that locate the wire are
at different elevations so the wire is always pulled against these
surfaces. For example, if the corona wire's path is traced, it is
welded at a sonic welding boss, then goes up to a guiding boss, then
down to the trapezoidal corona spring, then up to a guiding boss,
then over to the other end.
The shield is symmetrical about two axes planes. This design
reduces assembly error. This component is delivered in magazines
which prevent nesting or tangling. The same shield is used in the
primary charger and the transfer chargers. This reduces the
possibility of assembly error and eliminates the costs associated
with an additional part number.
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The end caps for each charger are the same left to right, but the
transfer end caps are different than the primary end caps. Both end
cap designs have tapered lead-ins on the snap fits and the surfaces
which contact the grid bosses. Because a universal housing is used
on the transfer and primary chargers, there is no means by which to
block the insertion of a primary end cap into a transfer charger. The
original concept used a universal end cap for both the primary and
transfer charger. This approach was abandoned when dimensional
changes for the transfer charger spacing could not be accommodated
in the photoconductor. However, this led to the use of a lower
performance (higher coefficient of friction) material in the transfer
charger end cap and hence a significant cost savings.
To calculate the assembly force of inserting the shield into the
housing the following calculations were performed:12
P = (y Es b0 t3) / (4 l_3 K) (5)
eD - (3 y t) / (2 12) (8)
Fj = P [tan (90 - P)]"1 (12)
The trapezoidal correction factor (K) for a width reduction ratio of
0.79 - 0.81 is 1.030 - 1.033.13 The secant modulus (Es) was found by
evaluating the strain and determining the slope of a straight line
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drawn from the origin to the stress strain curve of Noryl SE-1 at
room temperature.14
Substituting:
b0 = .290 - .300 in. (Snap fit width range at the base)
Es = 112,500 psi (Secant modulus for Noryl SE-1 at 73 F)
L = .330 - .340 in. (Length range of snap fit)
t = .063 - .070 in. (Snap fit thickness range)
y = .056 - .093 in. (Deflection range of the snap fit)
P = 2.82 - 7.30 lb
Then substituting:
p = 33 - 37o (Angle of snap fit face range)
Fj = 1.83 - 5.50 lb per snap fit.
After adding in the force of the shield springs (0.48 - 2.50 lb each),
the assembly force to insert the shield ranges between 8.29 - 27.00
lb. Sample insertion tests have shown the actual insertion force to
be slightly less than 10 lb.
Geometry restrictions forced a short length for the end cap snap
fits. This results in small available deflection and high insertion
forces. To reduce the insertion forces, the snap fit was designed as
a tapered beam. Where the trapezoidal snap fit varies in width, the
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tapered snap fit varies in thickness. The following equations were
applied:15
y = [-6 P/{ES b}] [L R / {h0 (1 -R)}]3[2ln R + 3 +R2 - 4 R] (13)
Where:
R = h0/hs (14)
Strain is defined by:
D = (3yhs)/(2KsL2) (15)
The proportionality constant (Ks) was found by fitting a power curve
to General Electric data.16 The resulting curve is defined by:
Ks = .988538 R --71 3072 (16)
Substituting the following variables:
b = .243 - .253 in. (Snap width range)
Es = 233,333 psi (Secant modulus for Lexan 121R at 73 F)
h0 = .021 - .029 in. (Snap fit tip thickness range)
hs - .036 - .044 in. (Snap fit base thickness range)
L = .331 - .339 in. (Snap fit length range)
y = .061 - .082 in.
e = 2.00 - 3.75% (Strain)
P = 0.71 - 2.12 lb
When the snap fit's face taper is considered:
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P = 59 - 61o (Angle of snap fit face range)
The insertion force for two snap fits is:
Fassembly = 2.36 -7.65 lb.
The above calculations were performed with the material properties
for the transfer charger end cap. It should be noted that this
material may be strained to a value of 8%, however, this would raise
the insertion force. The primary charger end cap is a modified
polycarbonate with material properties (flexural modulus)
approximately equal to the unmodified polycarbonate used in the
transfer end cap. The exception is the allowable elastic strain is
only 5%. Because the designed strain is 3%, the above calculations
hold for the primary charger end cap as well.
Customer Interface
A major consideration in the design of the chargers is ease of
replacement. The first design of the housing was removed by
squeezing the snap fits found at the end of the charger. The charger
would then be pulled down a guidance track until it cleared the unit.
The features of the housing which followed the track were the
external bosses molded into the housing (see figure 15). Studies of
ease of replacement showed this approach of squeezing the snap fits
was difficult for most people. The objective was to provide a focal
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point to use during insertion and removal. The thumb tab (see figure
15) was designed to provide this focal point. In the first design,
when the snaps were the actuation device for the removal of the
chargers, release of the chargers came by direct application of
pressure to the snap fits. With the addition of the thumb tab, the
customer would not directly activate the snap fits. To provide an
engaging and disengaging mechanism, the snap fits were double
bevelled. The removal side of the snap fit's taper is at a shallower
angle than the insertion side taper. This translates into a higher
force to remove the charger than insert it. Geometry constraints
restricted the minimum angles of the both tapers. A ratio of
approximately four to one was selected for the insertion and
removal forces. A value of approximately one pound for the
insertion force was targeted. To keep forces low and deflections
high, a tapered cantilever snap fit was selected. A similar analysis
was performed in the section entitled Design for Assembly.
Applying the following values in equations 13 - 16:
b = .121 - .129 in. (Snap fit width range)
E = 360,000 psi (Flexural modulus at 73 F)
h0 = .025 - .035 in. (Snap fit thickness range at the tip)
hs = .059 - .070 in. (Snap fit thickness range at the base)
L = .683 - .708 in. (Length range of the snap fit)
y = .067 -.083 in. (Deflection range)
e = 0.65 - 1.15% (Strain range)
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P = 0.23 - 0.50 lb (Spring force range for snap fit)
Applying the following values in equation 12 gives:
Pinsertion = 360 - 40
Premoval = 69 -73
insertion = 0.33 - 0.84 lb and Fremova| = 1.20 - 3.27 lb
In the conclusions of a pilot study, these forces were found to be
acceptable.
A disadvantage of using a common housing in the primary and
transfer charger is that the customer can insert either charger into
either mounting location. An opportunity to differentiate the
primary and transfer chargers is through the design of the end caps.
A proposal was made to provide a transfer end cap which would
block insertion of a transfer charger into the primary charger
mounting features. The concept centered around an oversized end
cap for the transfer charger but, the primary end cap remained the
same. This approach did not allow the primary charger to be seated
in the transfer charger position and the transfer charger would not
fit into the primary charger position. This proposal was rejected
because the project leader decided that the resulting changes in
mating components would negatively impact the product schedule
and having a grid on the primary charger and different colored end
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caps would be sufficient differentiation. The result was the
transfer end cap color was changed to accent taupe.
An additional concern was the black primary charger housing
mounted into a black component. This was not a concern in the case
of the transfer charger, because the transfer mounting is a
contrasting color. Prototype housings were molded in accent taupe
and tested in a pilot study. No apparent advantage was found in
varying the color of the housing. The studies participants did not
have difficulty locating the primary charger for replacement.
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Economic Justification of Automation
The following describes a means for comparing flexible automation
systems, hard automation systems, and manual assembly. The
definition used for flexible automation is a robotic system which
may be reprogrammed to accommodate a variety of jobs. Hard
automation is defined as equipment dedicated to a specific job with
little or no flexibility to perform any other job. Manual assembly is
the most flexible using non-dedicated tooling (e.g. air drivers) and
possibly holding fixtures. Flexible automation falls between the
two extremes. Each system has been analyzed for a generic case,
using established criteria. In the event of a hybrid system (e.g. a
hard automation system with a final salvage value and inventory
holding costs) the appropriate factors (as described below) may be
added to the generic case.
The three assembly cases (flexible, hard and manual) are based on
the production of three jobs. However, this analysis is not limited
to three jobs. Through the addition or subtraction of economic
terms, any number of jobs may be considered. An interesting case is
the comparison of one job run on flexible automation to the same job
run on hard automation. For this case the inventory holding cost may
drop out of the equation for flexible automation if a "Just In
Time"
(J.I.T.) part delivery system is employed. The hard automation and
manual assembly systems assume a JIT approach will be used. In
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the event a J.I.T. system is not used, the appropriate economic
terms, similar to the flexible automation case, should be added to
the appropriate present value equation.
Whatever assembly system is selected, the design must
accommodate the assembly process.
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List of Symbols for Economic Justification
A1,2,3 _ Tne cst of the hard automation system for jobs one
through three.
A4 - The cost of the flexible automation system for all three
jobs.
A5 - The cost of manual assembly tooling.
Act - The average annual compensation for the assembly
workers in the manual assembly system.
AC2 - The average annual compensation for support personnel
in the hard or flexible automation system.
a - The year in which the largest production run is
scheduled.
Bn - The standard in minutes to produce job n on the system
being analyzed (1-3 hard, 4-6 flex).
Ct - The dollars per minute of assembly time.
C2 - The dollars per minute of set-up time.
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D - The salvage value of the tooling at the end of the
program.
di - The depletion rate in units per day (see figure 16).
dnj - The depletion rate for job n in year i (parts per day).
E1,2,3 - The footprint (square feet) of the hard automation
systems, one through three.
E4 - The footprint (square feet) of the flexible automation
system.
E5 - The footprint (square feet) of the manual assembly
station.
F - The yearly cost per square foot of floor space ($ / square
foot).
G - The maximum parts held in inventory.
Gnj - The holding charge in dollars for job n in year i.
Hnj - The holding charge for job n in year i ($ / piece year).
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J1i,2i,3i " The depreciation schedule for the hard automation
system in year i.
J4i - The depreciation schedule for the flexible automation
system in year i.
Jsi - The depreciation schedule for the manual assembly
tooling.
Kn - The number of minutes to set-up job n in year i.
Lnj - The number of the set-ups per year for job n in year i.
Mbn - The standard in minutes to produce job n manually.
P-j - The production rate in figure 1 (parts per day).
Pnj - The production rate for job n in year i (parts per day).
Ql - The parts produced in a production cycle.
Q*nj - The economic production lot for job n in year i.
Rf - The number of workers required in the flexible
automation system.
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Rh - The number of workers required in the hard automation
system.
Rmnj - The number of workers for job n in year i using manual
assembly.
Sfj - The maintenance in dollars for year i for the flexible
automation system including parts and labor.
Shj - The maintenance in dollars for year i for the hard
automation system including parts and labor.
Smi - The maintenance in dollars for year i for the manual
assembly system including parts and labor.
Tc - The addition of holding and set-up costs
T*j - The optimal length of the part cycle in year i (days).
T0 - The worker training cost in dollars for the first year.
Tr - The corporate tax rate.
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Tw - The total number of workers in the manual assembly
system.
V - The average efficiency of a manual assembly worker.
Wj - The factor for the time value of money in year i.
Xni - The yearly requirement for job n in year i.
Yj - The number of days in the cycle before the part inventory
is depleted.
Y2 - The number of the day in the cycle associated with the
maximum parts in inventory or the final day of
production in the cycle.
Z - The number of production years.
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Assumptions for Economic Justification
Part delivery systems are of equivalent cost in flexible and hard
automation. For instance, if a bowl feeder is used in the flexible
system it would cost approximately as much as the bowl feeder used
in the hard system.
Values for An (automation system cost) assume complete system
delivery which includes; tune-up, try-out, programming, gripper
part delivery systems and installation costs.
The analysis for economic production lot size assumes uniform
depletion.
Repair or replacement parts and maintenance personnel included in
the flexible and hard automation analysis should be based on
historical data from similar systems and may include reductions for
planned improvements.
When determining the number of workers required in the manual
assembly system, a fractional worker (e.g. 5.2 workers) may be
handled as an additional worker (6 workers for this example) or
through overtime and a correction to the average yearly
compensation (Ac-|).
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The value of quality in all assembly systems is assumed constant.
An assembly built by an automation system or a manual assembly
system is equivalent in quality. There is no additional benefit
assumed because of the type of assembly. This assumption may be
adjusted in practice by determining the percentage of reworked
parts and adding the additional term to each system. Another
approach is to use the Profit Impact on Market Share (PIMS) database
which relates perceived quality to market share and hence profits.17
Present Value Equations
The present value of the hard automation systems is described by:
z
PV = Ai+A2+A3-W2D +T0(1-Tr) + X Wj { [ (B-|X-|j + B2X2i
i=1
+ B3X3j)Ci+Shj + Ac2Rh + (E-|+E2+E3)F ] (1-Tr)
- Tr(J1i+J2i+J3i)} (17)
Where the number of support personnel required for the hard
automation system (Rh) is described by:
Rh = { Time in minutes to feed all stations and clear part
jams / 480 minutes} ( The number of work shifts)
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The present value of the flexible automation system is described by:
z
PV = A4 -W2D + T0(1-Tr) + X Wj { [ (B4X1J + B5X2i + B6X3i)^
i =1
+ Ac2Rf + (L-i jK-| + L2jK2 + L3jK3)C2 + Sfj +Gn +G2j +G3j
+ E4F] (1-Tr) - Tr J4i } (18)
Where the number of support personnel required for the flexible
automation system is described by:
Rh = { Time in minutes to feed and clear parts for the least
efficient job / 480 minutes} (The number of work shifts)
The present value to manually assemble is described by:
z
PV = A5-WZD+T0(1-Tr) + { (1-Tr) (Wj) [ (Tw) (Aci)
i = 1
+ Tw E5 F + Smi] - Tr J5i} (19)
Where the total number of workers (Tw) in the manual system is
described by:
Tw = Rm-ij + Rm2j + Rm3j (20)
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and the number of workers for each job (n = 1-3) in year i is:
Rmnj Xni [ Mbn480 (min/day) (V) 250 (days/year )] "1
(21)
Flexible Holding Cost18
To calculate the average holding cost, find the area under the curve
and divide by the number of days in the production cycle (see figure
16).
Area = 1/2 (base) (height) = (1/2) G T-|
Average Balance = [(1/2 )G T-|]/Ti = (1/2)G
Y1 - T1 - Y2
G = (Pi-d1)Y2
G = d1Y1
Set the two equations for G equal:
P1Y2-d1Y2 = d1Y1
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Substitute for Y-|
PlY2-d-|Y2 = d1T1 -diY2
P1Y2 = d1T1
Y2 = (d1T1)/P1
G = (P1 -di)diT! /Pi
G = (P1d1T1)/P1 -(d^H)^
Tt = Ch /d!
Substitute for T-j in the expression for G
G = Q-| -d-|Qi /Pi
Average Balance = 1/2 (Qi -(diQi / P-|))
Holding cost for product 1 in Year i = 1/2 H-|jQij (1-(dij/P-|j))
For three jobs run on one flexible system (see figure 17):
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Total cost (Tc) is the addition of set-up costs and holding costs
Tc = (K1C2X1j /Qn) + (K2C2X2i /Q2i) + (K3C2X3i /Q3i)
+ .5 H1iQ1i(1-(d1i/P1j)) + .5 H2iQ2i(1-(d2i/P2j))
+ -5 H3jQ3i(1-(d3j/P3i))
Substituting Tj = Q-| j / di \ = Q2i / d2i = Q3i / d3i into the equation
and differentiating with respect to T gives the following expression
for the optimum cycle length:19
(T*j)2= [K3C2X3i/cl3i + K2C2X2i/d2j + K1C2X1|/ 6A j] [5H1id1 j (1-
(dij/Pii)) + .5H2jd2i(1-(d2j/P2i)) +
(22)
To determine the optimal economic lot for each job in year i :
CT-li = T*j di; Q* 2| - T*j d2i Q*3i = T*j d3i (23)
To check the flexible system's ability to meet schedule in the year
of largest production (a), compare the total available minutes of
production to the amount of time required to set up and produce all
three jobs:
Yearly total production time in minutes - downtime >
B4X1 a + B5X2a + B6X3a + Li aKi + L2aK2 + L3aK3 (24)
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Flexible Assembly Considerations
In order for a flexible automation system to be cost effective the
following items should be considered:
1) All components that are to be assembled in the cell must
be able to be accommodated within the space limitations
of the cell.
2) Standard (rather than custom) grippers should be
considered to reduce the flexible system's cost and
tooling lead time.
3) Components should be designed such that standard part
feeders may be used.
4) The footprint of the system should be minimized to
optimize space savings.
5) A hostile environment for humans should be considered.
This may include reduced lighting, heating, and
,
ventilation and limited ergonometric
considerations. This would reduce the overall burden
cost.
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6) The time required to set up each job should be minimized.
The optimal system is one that can build a variety
of products simultaneously with no down time between
products. This may also reduce or eliminate the
requirement for a buffer inventory and thereby reduce
holding costs.
7) All system suppliers should be evaluated for their ability
to deliver on schedule, to the estimated cost and to the
desired reliability. This information may be available
from other installations.
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Conclusions
In order to successfully implement a subsystem or product in a
competitive industry, the designer must consider many factors.
Fortunately, many tools are available to aid the designer. Design for
Assembly techniques consider the the assembly time and drive the
design toward a minimum number of parts that are easily assembled.
For the chargers, assembly efficiency was improved five fold and
part count was reduced by 46%. To take full advantage of this tool,
the designer must be open minded to the combination of components
and the elimination of unnecessary features or components. Care
must be taken to insure all component functions are adequately
supported in the resulting redesigns.
Classical small deflection equations may be used in the analysis of
plastic components. If the design involves sustained loads over
time, these equations can be used to predict component results
accurately, if the creep modulus is substituted for the elastic
modulus. In the event small deflections are exceeded, finite
element analysis should be applied.
To implement a low cost design, the designer must consider the
capabilities of the manufacturing processes. The designer must
optimize tooling, tolerances, materials and finishes. By applying
geometric dimensioning and tolerancing and performing tolerance
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studies on the components in the design, the designer will guarantee
function at the most reasonable cost. Statistical tolerancing may be
used to reduce component cost, however, the designer must accept
some assembly repair or scrap.
The end user must be considered in the requirements of the design.
Pilot studies involving the end users should be conducted to insure a
design that is acceptable to the customer.
The assembly process (manual assembly, flexible and hard
automation) must be considered in the design of the components.
The assembly process may be justified using the present value
equations outlined in this paper.
The application of all of these techniques has culminated in
the successful implementation of the primary and transfer
chargers into a product.
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